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Overview

Who am I?

A security process tested by millions

Metrics, Transparency and Opacity

Security UI

Vendors listen to you
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Window Snyder
Mozilla - Head of Security (or something)

security strategy, engineering, response, communication

Microsoft - Senior Security Strategist

worked with product teams to improve security

sign off for security for Windows XPSP2, 2003

engaged security community

@stake - Director of Security Architecture

created methodologies for app sec analysis



About Mozilla
Mozilla is...

• a global effort to promote choice & innovation on the
Internet

• the foremost advocate for users on the Web

• an open source project with thousands of code
contributors and tens of thousands of non-code
contributors

• home of the Firefox Web browser

• more than 100 million users worldwide
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Scale Me
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Scale
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Scale

20,000
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Scale
20,000
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Scale Users

Approximately 130,000,000



Aliens run Firefox…

(Market share numbers unavailable.)
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How it all works…
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How it all works…
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How it all works…
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How it all works…



Approach to Security - Transparency
• Community supports security testing and review efforts

• Code and developer documentation is available to anyone

• Security researches can spend their time in analysis and not in
reconnaissance

• External parties can check our work, do not need to rely on what
we tell them

• Design online, open meetings (MSFT takes great notes!)

• Real time updates on vulnerabilities



Security Process

Self-organizing Security Group is about 95 people
representing all aspects of the community

Features are security reviewed to ensure compatibility
with the overall security model

Designed with security in mind

Security testing is continuous throughout development
process

Security updates every 6-8 weeks



Security Updates
Most vendors ship security updates for vulnerabilities
reported externally
•The bugs found internally (though QA, engaging penetration
testers, etc) are rolled up in service packs in major releases
•Bugs get the benefit of a full test pass
•Takes a very long time for the fix to reach the user
•Can’t tell from the outside how many bugs get fixed this way

Mozilla is continuously looking for vulnerabilities

Shipped in security updates on regular schedule

Don’t have to wait for a major release to get the benefit of
the security work we’re doing



Try this at home…please!
Evaluate whether the benefit of the monster test pass for
service packs and major revisions is really required for
security fixes

It’s not nice to force customers to pay for an upgrade to
get security fixes

Just because they were found internally doesn’t mean
they are not known externally

Customers shouldn’t have to be exposed for a year if the
fix is already checked in and just waiting for the right ship
vehicle to be ready



Lies, damned lies, and statistics

Numbers make you look smarter!



Managers (and customers) Need Data

Answers questions like:

“Should I be worried?” (Yes.)

“Are we getting better?”

“What is the top priority?”

“When will we get there?”



Metrics for Success

“Show me how you’ll measure me, and I’ll show you how
I’ll perform.” – Eli Goldratt; physicist

How should we measure success and prioritize effort?

Just counting bugs doesn’t work.

And it doesn’t help the industry:
•Provides incentive to group bugs unhelpfully
•Provides incentive to keep quiet about bugs not otherwise
disclosed

You don’t want those incentives!



Metrics for Success (cont.)

What metrics describe user safety for Mozilla?

Mozilla’s metrics:
• Severity
• Find Rate/Fix Rate
• Time to Fix
• Time to Deploy

What are your vendor’s metrics?



Severity
Helps us prioritize what to fix first, and when to ship an
emergency update

Every bug with any security risk gets fixed, even low –
often easier to fix than prove exploitable

No industry standard for severity ratings – but there
probably should be!

Consistent with ourselves over time



Mozilla Severity Ratings
Critical: Vulnerability can be used to run attacker code and install
software, requiring no user interaction beyond normal browsing

High: Vulnerability can be used to gather sensitive data from
sites in other windows or inject data or code into those sites,
requiring no more than normal browsing actions



Mozilla Severity Ratings (cont.)
Moderate: Vulnerabilities that would otherwise be High or Critical
except they only work in uncommon non-default configurations
or require the user to perform complicated and/or unlikely steps

Low: Minor security vulnerabilities such as Denial of Service
attacks, minor data leaks, or spoofs



Find Rate
How many security bugs have we found?  How severe in
aggregate?

What methods were most productive? Quantity and
severity both count

Are some methods inefficient?
•Automated source code analysis: high number of false positives
(one tool was 0 for ~300!)

Who is really good at finding security bugs?

How do we scale?



Fix Rate
How long does it take to fix bugs?

Which are hardest to fix?

Which components have the highest concentration of
bugs?

Can we fix many bugs with a single architecture change?

Are we finding faster than we can fix?

Regressions? (part of the cost of the fix)



Window of Risk

Two factors:

1. How long does it take to fix the security vulnerability?

2. How long does it take for users to get the patch
installed?

Users don’t care why they’re vulnerable, and neither do
attackers



Time to Fix

Once a vulnerability is identified, how long does it take a
vendor to ship a patch?

Are we getting better over time?

Community Support
•Nightly builds tested by 20,000 people
•Users, developers, security researchers



Time to Deploy

How long does it takes for users to get a patch installed
once the fix is available from the vendor?

Auto-update is:
• vital for users; and
• a source of useful data for us

Measuring active users via AUS requests



Upgrade Cycle for 1.5.0.6



Upgrade Cycle for 2.0.0.4



Time to Deploy

Reduced time to deploy by 25% this year

Users get patches faster, stay safer

90% of active users updated within six days



Ask your vendor…

These metrics apply to most software projects

Reduce FUD about number of vulnerabilities

Maybe there are more because they’ve gotten better at
finding them…

Track progress over time – make pretty charts

Develop confidence that your vendor is doing reasonable
things

Predict the future!
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Security UI 101 for the Software Industry

Users should not have to be experts on PKI to shop
safely online

Users aren’t dumb.  They are trying to accomplish a task
and poor security UI gets in the way.

We can do better…
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Be Meaningful

Use clear language and concepts.  Avoid ambiguity.
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Be Relevant

Focus on what matters to users, not the systems.
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Be Robust
Don’t build trust around indicators that can be easily
subverted.
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Be Available

Do not expect users to recognize the absence of an
indicator.
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Be Brave

Sometimes you have to make the call for the user.



Designing Products for Security

What are the key user tasks for security?

How can we make them better?

How can we help users help us help users?



Key User Task: Apply an Update

We want to optimize time-to-deploy, remember!

The “last mile” is in the hands of the user

 Why do users decline updates?
• Too intrusive (“when I’m done with this blog post”)
• Worried about things breaking

Session restore is a security feature

API stability is a security feature



Help users help us help users.

Report a Web Forgery image

Crash reporting image
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Security Communication

Builds confidence that the vendor is doing something
reasonable

Helps security researchers evaluate a product’s security
strength

Turns marketing claims into measurable progress

Encourages us to give them the benefit of the doubt
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Vendors listen to you

You can change how vendors communicate about
security

Encourage them to publish security metrics

Customer feedback was the key driver behind Windows
XP SP2 for Microsoft

Community feedback contributes to a stronger process

Others can leverage what we learn from this



Thank You

window@mozilla.com


